
THE BIRTH PLAN 
 
We’d like to share some thoughts about composing the birth plan, understanding that “plan” 
may not be the best word since it implies we can have our babies by following a script to 
achieve the perfect birth.  Realistically, the plan may be out the window with the first 
contraction. Perhaps labor is the first lesson in becoming a parent – letting go and being 
completely flexible. 
 
Many people have asked if we have a form or check list.  We don’t, because we don’t want you 
to put your birth in a box.  Since you have made the empowering choice to have your baby at 
this birth center, you don’t need to list all of the procedures you would like to avoid.  We want 
to avoid them also!  If you are transferred to the hospital, it will probably be necessary to have 
some interventions, but we will still take care of you and do our best to ensure that you have 
the finest care and birth possible, despite changes in “the plan.” 
 
What you can expect from your midwife and nursing staff is support, a lot of reassurance, and 
patience. Most moms like to know that even though labor hurts, everything is normal and the 
baby is doing OK. You can expect guidance to facilitate the birthing process and help with 
decision making as labor unfolds: tub or shower, left side or hands and knees, walk or rest, etc. 
 
In your “plan,” we would like you to share what YOU need to feel supported. We understand 
you may not know now how it will feel or what you will want during labor, so we will all try to 
be flexible during the process. Tell us how to support you and also how to not drive you nuts! 

• What are your hopes and dreams for your birth? Your expectations, your concerns? 
• Who are your support people, who will be at the birth, who can come in later?   
• How would you like to be supported by your partner and birth team? How can we be 

helpful to them? Do you want plenty of support or prefer to labor privately?     
• Do you like or not like touch, massage, verbal support, quiet or distraction? Are you 

likely to cry, or cuss, or be completely silent?  
• What are your wishes concerning pictures, announcing the sex of the baby, cutting the 

cord, disposition of the placenta, water birth, etc?  
• Will you bring certain items to make you and your environment comfortable: food and 

drink, music, candles, pillows for bed or tub, hot or cold packs, a fan, aromatherapy, 
homeopathics? 

• Do you have plans for a special ceremony or prayer after birth? Or preferences for 
newborn care?  

 
The birth plan is totally your vision and it can be as long or as short as you wish and be 
composed however you like.  The shortest birth plan we have received said, “I want to come to 
the birth center, have my baby and go home”—and she did!  Please bring in your plan by 36 
weeks so we can share our thoughts with you.  We promise no proofreading or grades! 


